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Reconsidering Lucy Mack Smith’s
Folk Magic Confession

Samuel M. Brown

In her justly famous family memoir, Lucy Mack Smith, mother of
Mormon founder Joseph Smith Jr., invested considerable energy in
establishing and maintaining the honor of Mormonism’s first family. Her
Biographical Sketches of the Prophet Joseph Smith and His Progenitors
for Many Generations tells in great depth the story of early Mormonism’s
most famous family in a sustained apologia for the Smiths and the visionary
church founded by Joseph Jr.1 Dictated in 1845 to Martha Knowlton Coray in
Nauvoo, Lucy’s memoir in part supported the family’s claims vis-à-vis
Smith’s apostolic successor Brigham Young while dealing with the reality of
revelations about Smith’s controversies in life (especially, but not exclusively,
polygamy) and the aftermath of his death.2
In the original manuscript, though not in the published versions, Lucy
Mack attempted to defend the family’s honor in a statement that has been
much discussed but rarely understood (Figure 1). In this brief essay, I provide
a close reading of that specific passage and its contextual location. In my
history writing I have emphasized the importance of a multi-causal approach
to history, an attempt to characterize the “cloud of meanings” that envelops
religious believers, their movements, their acts, and their texts. My approach
draws much from anthropologist Clifford Geertz’s “thick description,” but is
more self-consciously religious in approach.3 In this close reading I suggest
that Lucy was attempting, with some dissembling, to deny that her family
had dishonored itself by involvement in esoteric folk practices. Lucy’s action
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Figure 1. Excerpt from Lucy Mack Smith’s manuscript in handwriting of Martha
Knowlton Coray. Image courtesy Church History Library, Salt Lake City, Utah.

provides important insight into the meanings surrounding “magic” in early
America, the nature of textual religious memory, and the rhetorical contexts
for truth claims.
As she turned in her family memoir from describing the family’s work to
subdue the frontier and achieve economic independence to her son’s visionary experiences, Lucy Mack Smith, a status-conscious former Presbyterian,
paused to distinguish Joseph Jr.’s visions from the ill-reputed world of folk
magic:
Let not my reader suppose that because I shall pursue another topic for a season that
we stopt our labor and went at trying to win the faculty of Abrac drawing magic
circles or sooth saying to the neglect of all kind of business[.] we never during our
lives suffered one important interest to swallow up every other obligation but whilst
we worked with our hands we endeavored to remmember the service of & the welfare
of our souls.4

This odd transition saw significant use in D. Michael Quinn’s well-known
survey of possible intersections between early Mormonism and what Quinn
called the “magic worldview” (many scholars would probably now call magic
“folk esotericism,” “folk rites,” or “folk religion”).5 Historiographically, Lucy
Mack Smith’s aside came to be seen as proof positive of the centrality of
“magic” to the Smiths’ worldview. This putative confession filled an important lacuna in the historical record. The problem historians faced in the midto-latter twentieth century was that emblems of folk practices—seerstones,
lamens, charms, and talismans—existed, but the Smiths had not left direct,
univocal evidence of their feelings about either those specific implements
or folk esotericism per se. The stakes were high at that historiographical
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moment: confessions of credulity about “magic” threatened the integrity of a “hagiographic” view of Joseph Smith. The argument over Smith’s
credibility was much older than a brief review of the literature in the 1980s
might suggest, since magic versus prophetic models of Smith had been
applied and contested since the 1830s. But by the middle twentieth century,
“magical” ways of thinking seemed more remote than they had in antebellum America, and the documentary record of Mormonism’s early beginnings
was often disputed. Smith’s earliest followers understood his background and
cultural context; many were ardent anti-Protestants and/or participants in
esoteric folk culture. But twentieth-century members of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, Smith’s most successful heirs, had to look at the
founder from across a cultural chasm. Even without textual misinterpretation,
there remains the historical problem of the “salutary vertigo” modern Latterday Saints may feel as they peer into their culturally remote but reasonably
well documented history.6
Harsh criticism occasioned a revision of Quinn’s work on Mormon
“magic,” but the misreading of Lucy’s comment persisted through the
revised edition.7 Lucy’s purported confession remained important enough to
the debate that apologist William J. Hamblin offered a public reinterpretation of the phrase, pushing for a reading of the passage as a straightforward
disavowal of magic,8 a view that has persisted in the current era of internet
apologetics.9
Both sides in the often strenuous debate over the Smith family’s relationship to folk esotericism have been satisfied with superficial readings of Lucy’s
statement. Careful attention to text and context suggests that this statement is
a dissembling disavowal of the Smiths’ acquaintance with folk esotericism
that refuses to admit their involvement with folk rites. In this paragraph, Lucy
followed the Protestant master narrative of church dominance to segregate
folk rites from respectable, ecclesial religion. Historians Eamon Duffy and
Keith Thomas have demonstrated for early modern England, and Jon Butler
for early America, that official religion and folk rites can be quite difficult to
separate in practice, even as master narratives maintain that they are separable.10
Context matters a great deal, and in Lucy’s buildup to her dismissal of
allegations of folk magic, she paused to describe at length an encounter
fraught with class and respectability. Explaining a formal tea with prominent
local women who embarrassed her by exclaiming that she needed to abandon her “log house” for a “new house,” Lucy retorted by maintaining that at
least one of the women had children who could not free themselves from the
“Grog Shop & gambling house.” On the contrary, Lucy announced, she had
raised children who lived an “upright and honorable course of conduct.”11
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After briefly emphasizing again her family’s considerable industry, and before
turning to her son’s visions and two more of her husband’s visions—themselves fairly typical evangelical narratives that would have demonstrated
seriousness as a Christian12—Lucy sparred with the family’s critics in her
brief aside about three “magical” practices. Though she was attempting to
deny her family’s involvement in such activities, Lucy’s list of three sample
practices provides useful insights into the nature of folk esotericism and its
intersections with established religion.
That hers was an attempted denial is clear from both close attention
to the text and to the third of the practices she listed. The third activity to
which Lucy alludes makes quite clear that she was disclaiming involvement
in folk rites. “Soothsaying,” a pejorative term for predicting the future or
certain forms of supernatural sight, is not a word that a Protestant (or sectarian
ex-Protestant) would use to describe her own or her family’s activities. In a
Bible-drenched culture like that of early America, soothsaying recalled capital
crimes within the Hebrew Bible. Soothsayers included the much-maligned
Balaam (Josh. 13:22), so obtuse that he was outclassed (and reprimanded) by
his famously garrulous ass; the Philistines (Isa. 2:6), whose mighty giant the
mythically powerful first king of united Israel slew with a sling; the courtiers of the Babylonian king whom Daniel put to shame (Dan. 2:27; 4:7; 5:7;
11); or the corrupted state of Israel whom Micah (Micah 5:12) denounced.
In the sole explicit New Testament reference, soothsaying was a lucrative
sequela of demonic possession (Acts 16:16). Joseph Jr.’s scripture employed
biblical citations to confirm the rejection of soothsaying (2 Ne. 12:6 and 3 Ne.
21:16). Simply put, soothsaying is not a category that exists other than as a
denunciatory epithet. Even people who might accept “magic” as a self-reference would not accept “soothsaying.” Had Lucy Smith been endorsing such
behaviors, she would almost certainly have described them as “prophecy” or
“seerhood.” There is in Lucy’s disavowal of soothsaying an almost palpable
frustration and embarrassment. She seems unable to shake the opprobrium
of critics. She knew well the family’s early poverty and heterodoxy, remembered that their Presbyterian minister had eulogized Alvin in 1823 as unbaptized, and hence likely damned, that her brother-in-law called Joseph Jr. a
“necromanc[er] of infidelity,” that an Anglican academic mocked Joseph Jr.’s
storied translating abilities, that to many critics the Book of Mormon was
the fraudulent capstone of a treasure-hunting career.13 Lucy’s embarrassed
frustration expressed itself in her clumsy lines of defense. As the introduction to her proud characterization of her son’s visions and revelations, she
both denied common and stigmatized folk rites and protected the family’s
respectability by claiming that even the visions of Joseph Sr. and Joseph Jr.
did not keep them from working to support themselves financially.14
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Magic circles, the second of the practices that Lucy mentioned, are
ubiquitous and ancient, drawing on the close associations between geometry
and divinity in the Antique Mediterranean and persisting in important variants
across many traditions. Circles were drawn on parchments or in the ground to
make possible the retrieval of buried treasure, the conquest of a demon, or the
recovery from an illness or curse.15 Such circles served to divide the world,
separating the practitioner from danger or enclosing a sought-after power or
material within the special space that contained the practitioner. Magic circles are well described in ancient Egyptian ritual magic16 as well as in the
Hellenized Egyptian practices depicted in the famous Greek magical papyri.17
Closest to Smith temporally and geographically were applications of magic
circles to effect the recovery of buried treasure or related techniques within
Atlantic culture.18 A treasure seeker might sketch such a circle in the dirt to
protect a dig from dark spirits guarding the treasure.
Geometrical forms figured prominently in ancient philosophical systems, particularly those deriving from Plato or Pythagoras and their disciples.
Geometrical symbols—easy to inscribe, easy to understand, easy to see as
constituents of worlds seen and unseen—bore considerable conceptual and
metaphysical weight in western traditions. They often held within themselves
the power of a symbol rightly expressed, which mirrored the awesome power
of language in many historical human traditions. On a broad historical scope,
magic circles have been part of human culture for millennia. What exactly
magic circles meant in the hands of treasure seekers in the early American
Republic is not entirely clear. Were they merely the paraphernalia of a desperate hope for material success, or were they part of rigorous attempts to control
treasure-guarding spirits? The answer is probably somewhere in the middle,
with faint echoes of older necromantic traditions and a strongly technological
aspect to them. It seems likely that at some point Joseph Jr. and Joseph Sr.
used magic circles as part of their treasure hunting activities; on that specific
point, though, Lucy’s ostensible confession obfuscates rather than clarifies.
Lucy’s first denounced practice, winning the “faculty of Abrac,” also
drew on long-established traditions. Ostensibly deriving from attempts to gain
control over the ancient deity Abraxas (also spelled Abrasax), this triangle
within a circle combined interests in numerology (the name was held to represent the cosmically significant number 365), alphabetic mysticism, theurgy
(control of deities, often through knowledge of their names), and a version
of magic squares (Figure 2). All of these traditions have been of active interest from at least the time of Christ, as manifest in ancient Greek and Coptic
magic papyri and amulets.19 These traditions over the centuries grew from and
informed the great mysteries of language, its ability to communicate meaning
in arbitrary symbols, to conceal or reveal secrets. The capacity to rearrange
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Figure 2. An Abrac triangle taken
from George Oliver, The Antiquities
of Freemasonry (1823).

letters in various permutations contributed to the perceived power of language
(e.g., the Jewish mystical traditions called Kabbalah) and was important to the
function of the faculty of Abrac. By the early nineteenth century, access to
these remnants of Antique “magic” and theurgy seem to have come primarily
via Freemasonry, which self-consciously attempted to replicate ancient mystery religions and esoteric wisdom traditions.20 The faculty of Abrac is mentioned favorably as a skill of Masons in the famous forgery called the Leland
manuscript, and various Masons either endorsed or disclaimed the faculty.21
The faculty of Abrac seems to have been primarily a textual and practical
echo of older alphabetic mysticism traditions.22 Those alphabetic traditions
constituted vibrant elements of Masonic liturgy and belief23; the mystical
triangle itself (recalling that the faculty of Abrac was a triangle of letters)
could be seen as a mystical version of the capital Greek letter delta or the
geometrical model of the divine Trinity.24 Anti-Masons, including early
Mormon convert William W. Phelps, claimed that Masons used the faculty for
a variety of purposes.25 To the extent it is possible to judge at this late remove,
these early modern echoes of alphabetic mysticism and theurgy probably
functioned largely as charms of protection, health, or good fortune. In this regard they were not so different in proximate goal from older magical traditions,
though the early modern applications of the faculty of Abrac generally took
place in a different cultural environment. Quinn’s invocation of Abrac as a “link”
between “magic and divinity” fails to appreciate the distance between Antique
esoteric traditions and their antebellum echoes. Though the Abrac triangle may
have ultimately derived from theurgical encounters with Abraxas/Abrasax in
Antiquity, in early American folk religion, the faculty probably mostly operated as a practical charm vaguely associated with Masonry. I am not aware
of any credible evidence that early American participants in folk religion
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actually expected to command the deity Abraxas theurgically as a result of
their use of such a charm.
Abrac triangles and magic circles share several features and assumptions, most notably the power of language, the prospect of human influence
on suprahuman beings, and the power of certain kinds of maps. The Smiths
believed strongly in versions of those underlying principles, but their precise relationship to specific objects or practices is not easily described in a
persuasive way. Folk esotericism was certainly part of the cloud of meanings
from which the Smiths drew, but the specific elements they considered when
they engaged in such activities are far from clear, as are the relationships between folk rites and Smith’s formally religious career.
When Lucy claimed that the Smiths “never allowed one interest” to
dominate their lives, she was addressing questions of class respectability
and nodding toward controversies over paid clergy in her social context. It
was important to Lucy to be clear that her visionary husband and son did not
rely on priestcraft for their support. In her phrases one hears echoes of the
early Saints’ intense antipathy for paid clergy. The Book of Mormon called it
priestcraft (Alma 1:5-6, 12, cf. 2 Ne. 26:29) and decried it in strong terms,
as did LDS newspapers and modern scriptures. In this regard, Lucy and
the other Saints added their voices to a chorus of populist Protestants who
decried the power and economic success of professional clergy, the “priests”
and “prelates” of orthodox Reformed Christianity, who didn’t have to work
with their hands for a living.26
Quinn’s and other related readings of this passage also require a
misapprehension of the role of particular rites in the religious experience of
participants. The Abrac triangles and magic circles were not designed to save
souls, they were intended to achieve proximate temporal ends, to provide
safety from harm, and to find buried treasure. In the phrase of one British
contemporary of the Smiths, the Abrac triangles were “supposed to convey
perpetual health and happiness, and protection from temporal dangers.”27
While the Smiths almost certainly believed to some extent in the efficacy of
such rites, these charms and talismans were not treasured for their effect on
one’s soul. A reference by a pious former Presbyterian to the “service” and
“welfare” of “souls,” even one who actively participated in folk esotericism,
would not be a reference to charm drawings, papers, or talismans. Such papers
were used as aids in everyday work or for healing. They were not primarily
designed to effect spiritual regeneration. Even practitioners did not confuse
them with either ecclesiastical rituals or the pious regeneration that subserved
the welfare of souls in antebellum America. Though scholars of religion might
cringe in the telling, it strikes me that while their divisions were not as dramatic as ours, antebellum Americans still distinguished between the Christianity
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of their churches, which they tended to associate with rites of salvation and
power for the afterlife; and the power in nature, in words, or in parchments,
which they tended to associate with temporal concerns, primarily economic
prosperity and physical health. Critics called those latter beliefs “superstition”
or “magic,” and this framing affected the ways participants talked about their
belief or involvement in such folk rites. Many believers largely understood
the two worlds to be compatible, a belief that galled their clergy most of the
time, but the two worlds brought somewhat different instruments to bear on
reasonably distinct problems.28 In Lucy’s contrast between her son’s visions
and folk rites, the persistent reality of magic as a foil for religion is clear in
the language of participants.
What shall we as modern readers do with the disavowal’s main evidential
utility—the Smiths found folk rites embarrassing? Was this dissembling like
that surrounding polygamy, keeping a Mormon mystery safe from the gaze of
snooping Protestants? In sharp distinction to polygamy there is no compelling
evidence of a later centrality of such rites to the major body of the Church.29
Were the Smiths embarrassed by the folk rites as signs of their poor social
location? Or were folk rites central to the tension internal to Common Sense
philosophy and theology, the fact that most commoners believed things wildly
incompatible with evolving scientific and orthodox religious considerations?
I suspect that some combination of these played a role in Lucy’s denial of
involvement in folk rites.
Ultimately the Smiths’ critics, or at least the worldview on which they
relied (what we call in complex and misleading shorthand “Enlightenment” or
“modern”), prevailed. This should come as no surprise. Lucy and her editors
admitted as much with this disclaimer and its exclusion from the published
family memoir. Whatever else motivated them, they acknowledged the power
of Enlightenment narratives even as they tried to co-opt them.
Despite the cultural separation between the Smiths and the twenty-first
century, there are some possible analogues to the folk rites from which Lucy
distanced herself. Ouija boards (those commercialized fossils of nineteenthcentury séance spiritualism), magic 8-balls, preserved rabbit feet, lucky
numbers and lotteries, and even nutraceutical supplements are all rough analogues of the older technologies that embarrassed Lucy. These contemporary
relics are largely separated from their theoretical moorings for us moderns,
but for Smith it was those moorings—fragments of cosmic truth preserved
over many generations—that were more relevant than any specific instance of
them. Again and again throughout his career, Lucy’s favored son argued that
the cultures of his peers were merely remnants of an earlier, glorious truth.
Language did have power, maps of the cosmos did matter, the believer could
make meaningful contact with the supernatural.
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This reconsideration of a controversial and somewhat opaque text suggests that magic may still be useful as an academic category, but its primary
utility is in getting at the question of how groups understand their status visà-vis the larger society. That Lucy denied her family’s involvement in deprecated folk religion does not mean the Smiths were not involved in activities
that their critics called “magic.” But it does suggest that they saw folk rites
as distinct from honorable religion and were publicly embarrassed by these
rites.
Lucy’s disavowal of folk rites also provides some insight into the experience of outsider religion in Protestant America.30 Lucy showed awareness of,
and to a certain extent membership in, two different cultures, a predicament
Smith’s heirs continue to find themselves in: trying to explain their beliefs and
traditions in terms their host culture can understand while attempting to retain
their distinctiveness.
Language continues to wield power. Though the Abrac triangle is not
a reliable indicator of alphabetic mysticism among the Latter-day Saints,
such instruments are a reminder of important cultural overlaps between late
Antiquity and the early modern Atlantic world. Though the marked significance of angelic or supernatural names has receded in our culture, a transition
already underway when Lucy wrote her memoir, names still have power, and
the term magic is just such a name. The familiar refrain “sticks and stones
may break my bones but names will never hurt me” seems more an aspiration
than an attestation, an act of dissembling in the hopes of limiting the social
and personal power of names and words.
By juxtaposing deprecated folk rites and her family’s spiritual visions,
was Lucy implicitly suggesting that early Mormonism incorporated the true
essence of these traditions? While it seems unlikely that in this particular passage she was self-consciously making the argument, such a proposition would
have come naturally to her. Lucy’s son Joseph taught that he had found the
essence of the Bible, traditions about American ethnic origins, Freemasonry,
and hieroglyphs. In the 1840s Joseph Jr. seems to have suggested that he had
transformed the essence of formal esotericism. Lucy may have been subtly
and perhaps unconsciously following her son’s lead—the Smith family would
reveal the important truths of which folk esotericism was merely a collection
of broken fragments.
Whether accepting certain elements of normative religiosity within an
outsider religion was good for the early Mormon movement is difficult to
know, but that is the direction that most of Smith’s heirs have followed. In
some respects Lucy’s disavowal is a “missing link” in a transition from a
world of cosmic possibility to a world of restrained and respectable religion, a
part of the broader transitions from sect to church, from premodern to modern,
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from magical to mundane. Of course, these are not truly sequential states, and
historians in another century may view our particular historical moment with
due skepticism, descrying lotteries, faith healings, revelation of the sealed
Book of Mormon, and visions of Joseph Smith or Brigham Young throughout
the twentieth century as evidence that soothsaying, with its complex claim to
distance and power, was alive and well. If that is the case, I hope this brief
essay will be less misunderstood than Lucy’s commentary 150 years from
now.
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